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*Teacher Assessment shall be based following components: Quiz/Assignment! Project/Participation in

Class, given that no component shall exceed more than 20 marks,

Course Educational Objectives (CEOs):

To introduce the students with the (A) Fundamentals of the Calculus of Matrices, Differential

Equations and Numerical Analysis

Course Outcomes (COs):

After completion of this course the students are expected to be able to demonstrate following knowledge,

skills and attitudes

1. Understand and apply the basics of the calculus of matrices,

2. Solve the fundamental problems of the ordinary differential equations.

3. Apply the advanced techniques to find the solution of the ordinary differential equations.

4. Know the techniques of the numerical analysis.'

5. Find the numerical solution of the ODE and PDE.

Syllabus

Unit - I

Calculus of Matrices: Systems of linear equations and their solutions. Matrices, determinants,

rank and inverse. Linear transformations. Range space and rank, null space and nullity,

Eigenvalues and eigenvectors, Similarity transformations, Diagonalization of Hermitian

matrices, Bilinear and quadratic forms.

Unit - II

Differential Equation: Ordinary Differential Equations: First order linear and nonlinear

ordinary differential equations, exactness and integrating factors. Ordinary linear differential

equations of n-th order, solutions of homogeneous and non-homogeneous equations. Operator

method. Method of undetermined coefficients and variation of parameters.

Unit - III
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Differential equation: Power series methods for solutions of ordinary differential equations.

Legendre equation and Legendre polynomials, Bessel equation and Bessel functions of first and

Second kind.

Unit-IV

Numerical Analysis Interpolation and Curve Fitting: Introduction to Interpolation; Calculus of

Finite Differences; Finite Difference and.Divided Difference Tables; Newton-Gregory Polynomial

Form; Lagrange Polynomial Interpolation; Theoretical Errors in Interpolation; Spline

Interpolation; Approximation by Least Square Method.

Numerical Differentiation and Integration: Discrete Approximation of Derivatives: Forward,

Backward and Central Finite Difference Forms, Numerical Integration, Simple Newton-Cotes

Rules: Trapezoidal and Simpson's (113) Rules;. Weddle's Rule, Gaussian Quadrature Rules:

Gauss-Legendre, Gauss-Laguerre, Gauss-Hermite, Gauss-Chebychev.

Unit- V

Numerical Solution of Ode & Pde: Euler's Method for Numerical Solution of ODE; Modified

Euler's Method; Runge-Kutta Method (RK2, RK4), Error estimate.

Multistep Methods: Predictor-Corrector method, Adams-Moulton Method; Boundary Value

Problems and Shooting Method; finite difference methods, numerical solutions of elliptic,

parabolic, and hyperbolic partial differential equations.

Numerical Solution of Ode &Pde: Euler's Method for Numerical Solution of ODE; Modified
Reference Books: '

1. "Advanced Engineering Mathematics", by E. Kreyszig, 9th Edition, Wiley, 2005.

2. "Introduction to Real Analysis", by R. G. Bartle and D. R. Sherbert, 5th Ed, Wiley, 1999.

3. "Calculus: Early Transcendentals", by 1. Stewart, 5th Ed, Thomas Learning (Brooks/

Cole), Indian Reprint, 2003.

4. "Numerical Methods for Engineers and Scientists ", by J D. Hoffman, McGraw-Hill, 2001.

5. "Numerical methodsfor scientific and engineering computation ", by MK Jain, SR.K Iyengar

and R.K Jain, (Fourth Edition), New Age International (P) Limited, New De/hi, 2004.1/

6. "Linear Algebra and Its Applications ". by G. Strang, 4th Edition, Brooks/C 'ole, 2UU6

7. "Differential Equations, S L. Ross ", by 3rd Edition, Wiley, j 984.

8. "An Introduction to Ordinary Differential Equations", by E. A. Coddington, Prentice Hall,

1995.

9. "Elementary Differential Equations and Boundary Value Problems", by WiE. Boyce and R.C.

Dil'rima, 7th Edition, Wiley, 2001.

10. B. S Grewal, Higher Engineering Mathematics, Khanna Publishers, Delhi
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Legends: L - Lecture; T - Tutorial/Teacher GUIded Student Activity; P - Practical; C - Credit;

*Teacher Assessment shall be based following components: Quiz! Assignment! Project/Participation in

Class, given that no component shall exceed more than 20 marks.

Course Educational Objectives (CEOs):

The subject aims to provide the student with an understanding of (Ajbasic Electronics Engg.

abstractions on which analysis and design of electronic circuits and systems are based, basic

devices (analog and digital) and instrumentation abstractions.Gsj'The capability to use

abstractions to analyze and design simple electronic circuits.(C)The ability to formulate and

solve the different logic circuits and Boolean equations.(D)An understanding of how

devices such as semiconductor diodes, rectifiers, and bi-polar junction transistors are

working and how they are used in the design of useful circuits.

Course Outcomes (COs):

After completion of this course the students are expected to be able to demonstrate following knowledge,

skills and attitudes. The student will demonstrate capability of

1. Students will: Learn how to develop and employ circuit models for elementary electronic

components, e.g., resistors, sources, inductors, capacitors, diodes and transistors.

2. Become adept at using various methods of circuit analysis, including simplified methods such as

series-parallel reductions, voltage and current dividers, etc.

3. Develop the capability to analyze and design simple circuits containing non-linear elements such

as transistors using the concepts of load lines, operating points and incremental analysis.

4. Learn how the primitives of Boolean algebra are used to describe the processing of binary circuits

and to use electronic components as building blocks in electronically implementing binary

functions.

Syllabus

Unit - I

Evolution and Impact of Electronics in industries and in society: Familiarization of Resistors,

Capacitors, Inductors, Transformers and Electro mechanical components.

PN Junction diode: Structure, Principle of operation, Photo diode, LED, Solar cell.
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*Teacher Assessment shall be based following components: Quiz/Assignment/ ProjectlParticipation in

Class, giyen that no component shall exceed more than 10marks.

Course Objectives:

The Students (A) Will Be Able to identify various civil engineering aspects ~) with emphasis

on civil engineering materials, various surveys and major structures in civil engineering ©
efficiently & effectively (D)

Course Outcomes:

The students will be able to

I. Understand and identify various building materials

2. Perform various surveys required to carry civil engineering work

3. Identify various aspects of remote sensing.

4. Get knowledge about various aspects of roads and dams.

Syllabus:

UNIT [

Building Materials: Stones, bricks, concrete, cement, lime, mortar, timber-types, properties &

uses. Nominal proportion of Concrete, preparation of concrete, compaction, curing.

UNIT II

Construction ElcIIICIl(S: Elements or Building Construction- Types and their suitability,

Foundations & footings, brick masonry walls, floors, roofs, Doors, windows, lintels, staircases.

UNIT III

Surveying: Introduction to surveying instruments - levels, Theodolite, plane tables and related

devices. Measurement of distances - by EDM, measurement of directions-by different methods,

measurement or elevations by different methods. Reciprocal leveling:

lINIT IV

Mappinl-: & Sensing: Mapping details and contouring, measurement of areas, volumes,

application or measurements in quantity computations, introduction of remote sensing and its

applications.

UNIT V

Roads: Types or Roads, Nagpur Road I'Ian, Components of Road and their function; Bridges:

types and Important parts or bridges.
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*Teacher Assessment shall be based following components: Quiz/Assignment! Project/Participation in

Class, given that no component shall exceed more than 20 marks.

Course Educational Objectives (CEOs):

To familiarize with concepts of (A) scale, conic sections and engineering curves (B)

projections of points and line in all quadrants; (C)construction of geometrical figures&

solids, with its orientation on horizontal and vertical planes, and its projection; section of

solid, (D)development of solid and isometric projection view.

Course Outcomes (COs):

After completion of this course the students are expected to be able to demonstrate following

knowledge, skills and attitudes

1. Student would be able to draw scale, conic sections and engineering curves.

2. Student would be able to draw projection of point and line; identify the use of these concepts in

practical life.

3. Students would be able to understand plain &3D model at various orientations and draw their

projection.

4. Student would be able to draw the projections of with and without sectioning of solid models and

surface development.

5. Students would be able to understand the difference between orthographic view and isometric

projections.

Syllabus
Unit - I

Scales, Conic Section & Engineering Curves Scales: Representative Factor, types of scales,

principle and construction of different scales

Conic Section: Construction of ellipse, parabola and hyperbola by different methods; Normal

and Tangent

Engineering Curves: Cycloid, EpicycJoids, Hyper cycloid, Involutes, Archimedean and

Logarithmic spirals.
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Unit - II

Projection of Points & Line Projection: Introduction to projection, Types of projection,

terminology, first angle and third angle

Projection of Points: Introduction of point, conventional representation

Projection of Lines: Introduction of straight line, orientation of straight line, tme inclination and

true length, concepts of end projectors, plan and traces and auxiliary planes

Unit - III

Projections of Planes: Introduction of planes, types of planes, orientation of planes, projection

of planes in different positions, traces of planes

Projection of Solids: Introduction of solids, classification of solids, recommended naming of

comers of solids, orientation of solids

Unit - IV

Section of Solids & Development of Surfaces Section of Solids: Tntroduction of section of

solids, terminology, types of section planes, section of prisms, section of pyramid and section of

composite solids

Development of Surfaces: Introduction of development of surfaces, classification of surfaces,

methods of development, development of prisms, pyramids, cylinder and cone, anti-development

Unit- V

Isometric Projections: Introduction of isometric projection, terminology, isometric projections

and isometric views, isometric views of planes, right solids, truncated solids and composite

solids.

Reference Books:

1. "Engineering Graphics", by Varghese

2. "Engineering Drawing", by Leone! Zurbito

3. "Engineering Drawing", by N.D. Bhatt.

4. "Engineering Drawing", by C Agarwal & Basant Agarwal.

5. "Engineering Drawing", by P.s. Gill.

List of Experiments

1. Drawing various types of scales using representative fraction.

2. Drawing various conics section.

3. Projection of points in all quadrants.

4. Projection of straight lines in all quadrants in various orientations.

5. Projection of geometrical planes with various orientations.

6. Projection of solid models with various orientations.

7. Projection of section of solids by using various types of cutting planes.

8. Drawing development of surface using vanous methods of prisms, pyramids, cone,
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cylinder, etc.

9. Drawing anti- development of surfaces.

10. Drawing isometric projections using various methods and isometric views.
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..
Legends: L - Lecture; T - Tutonalffeacher GUided Student Activity; P - Practical; C - Credit;

*Teacher Assessment shall be based following components: Quiz/Assignment/ Project/Participation in

Class, given that no component shall exceed more than 20 marks.

Course Educational Objectives (CEOs):

To paraphrases with (A) workshop technology, industrial safety, and understand material

properties. (B) Carpentry shop, fitting shop, (C) welding and casting.

Corse Outcomes (COs):

After completion ofthis course the students are expected to be able to demonstrate following knowledge,

skills and attitudes students will be able to

1. Student would be able to understand the need of workshop, technology related to it, and industrial

safety and precautions.

2. Student would be able to use carpentry tools, analyses various wood joints and their properties.

3. Students would be able to use fitting tools to make various shapes and design.

4. Student would be able to recognize various welding techniques and their needs.

5. Students would be able to design various shapes by using casting technologies.

Syllabus
Unit -I

Introduction to Workshop Technology & Industrial Safety

Workshop Technology: Introduction, need of workshop and types of workshop

Industrial Safety- Introduction, objective of industrial safety, causes of accidents, common

sources of accidents, preventive measures, and common safety methods.

Unit -II

Carpentry Shop Carpentry: Introduction, types of timbers, defects in timbers, timber

prevention, characteristics of good timber, common tools used in carpentry shop (marking and

measuring tools; cutting tools and striking tools), and common wood joints (cross-lap, corner-

lap, dovetail and bridle joints).

J~~egistrar
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Unit -III

Fitting Shop Fitting: Introduction, tools used in fitting shop (measuring tools, holding tools,

cutting tools, striking tools and supporting tools) and operation performed in fitting work.

Unit -IV

Welding Shop Welding: Introduction, terminological elements of welding process, welding

joints (lap joints and butt weld joint), welding positions, advantages and disadvantages of welding,

classification of welding, gas welding processes and safety recommendation for gas welding.

Unit -V

Casting: Pattern making and sand casting, Pattern materials, Types 0 f pattern, Pattern

allowances. Core prints. Moulding sand, ingredients, classification, sand additives, properties of

moulding sand, sand preparation and testing. Green sand mould preparation. Cores and core

making - Types of cores.

Reference Books:

1. "Production Technology", by R.K. Jain

2. "Principles of Manufacturing Material & Process", by Campbeu

3. "Welding: Principles & Practise", by Bonhart

4. "Welding and Welding Technology", by Little

5. "Principles of Foundry Technology", by Jain

6. "Manufacturing Technology", by P. N. Rao.

7. "Workshop Technology", by B.S. Raghuvanshi

List of Experiments

1. To study various industrial safety precautions & preventive measures.

2. To study the various timber properties, its defects and its prevention.

3. To make various joints (L-joint, T-joint, Cross joint, etc.) using carpentry tools.

4. To perform various fitting shop operations .using fitting tools.

5. To study various welding methods and its safety precaution.

6. To make various welding joints (Butt joints, Lap, joints, corner joints, etc).

7. To study sheet metal properties and safety precautions.

8. To make various shapes using sheet metal tools and terminologies .
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MODELLINGr:

Legends: L - Lecture; T - Tutorial/Teacher GUided Student Activity; P - Practical; C - Credit;

*Teacher Assessment shall be based following components: QuizJAssignmenti

ProjectlParticipation in Class, given that no component shall exceed more than 20 marks.

Course Educational Objectives (CEOs):

To paraphrases with(A) CAD, related applications with it and its need, (B) 2-D

and 3-D modeling terms, draw and editing commands and utility commands.

Course Outcomes (COs):

After completion of this course the students are expected to be able to demonstrate following

knowledge, skills and attitudes

The students will be able to

1. Student would be able to understand CAD, its application and limitations.

2. Students would be able to use 2-D drawing, editing commands and its applications.

3. Student would be able to use solid modelling commands, and to understand various

modelling methods.

4. Students would be able to solve assembly related problems.

5. Students would be able to draw various 2-D, solid models and analyze various

machine assemblies.

Syllabus

Unit - I

Introduction to Cad: Introduction, history of 2D and solid modeling, menus, toolbars,

pointing device, command prompt, function keys

Unit - II

2-D Drawing& Editing Commands: Introduction, line commands, coordinate

systems, orthogonal lines, circle and arc commands, etc

Editing Commands: Introduction, erase and selection commands, move

commands, copy commands, extend command, trim command, mirror command, etc

Layers & Linotypes: Introduction, layers status line weights, object properties.
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Unit - III

Solid modelling

Types of Modelling: Solid modeling, surface modeling and wire frame modeling

Draw Commands: Introduction, polygon, cuboids, donut, ellipse, multiline, conic sections, etc

Editing Commands: Introduction, extrudes, revolve, sweep, etc

Unit - IV

Assembly Drafting: Introduction, constraints, exploded views, interference check,

layout, standard and section views, dimensioning, detailing and plotting.

Unit - V

Part Design: Introduction, 2-d model (triangle, rectangle, circle, etc), solid models (nut,

bolts, small machine parts), machine assemblies

Reference Books:

1. "An Introduction to Computer Aided Design (CAD)", by A. Mustun

2. "Mastering AutoCAD 2016 and AutoCAD LT 2016/1, by G. Omura

3. "AutoCAD 3D Training Manual", by K.s. Kurland

4. "CAD/CAM~' Principles and Application", by Roo

5. "Computer Aided Manufacturing", by Rao

6. "CAD/CAM: Theory and Practices", by Zeid

7. "Mastering CAD/CAM (S1E",) by Zeid

List of Experiments

1. To study various software for Computer Aided drafting.

2. To study various drawing commands for 2-D drawing in AutoCAD.

3. To study various editing commands from 2-D drawing in AutoCAD.

4. To draw various 2-D drawing using AutoCAD.

5. To study various solid modelling commands in AutoCAD.

6. To draw various solid models using AutoCAD.

7. To study various utility commands in AutoCAD.

8. To study various assemblies and drafting used in machine components.
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